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LAKE SIMCOE REGION CONSERVATION AUTHORITY

Vision to Action,
Action to Results
It is with
tremendous
excitement
we present
LSRCA’s 20162020 Strategic
Plan. This is our
roadmap for the
next five years,
providing focus
and direction as
we move forward
in an increasingly
complex and
uncertain
landscape.

Our goal is for this watershed to be healthier in 2041 than it is today.
It may sound simple, but we know the solutions are not.
We will get there by pursuing activities that support our vision of a thriving
environment that inspires and sustains us, and our mission to work with our
community to protect and restore the watershed.
This strategic plan sets our priorities for the next five years and how we
will align our resources to achieve success – with a focus on results, a
commitment to accountability, business excellence and a more connected
watershed community.
The pressure in this watershed has never been greater. Growth is a reality
we cannot dismiss. We will use our knowledge, expertise and experience
to promote new and innovative approaches that support healthy and vibrant
communities. There are also uncertainties around climate change, an issue that
has both global and local implications. We’re not alone in the search for answers.
We will share learnings and collaborate with those in positions to influence
change, so together we can adapt and build resilience into our communities.
We will ask ourselves the tough questions and push the limits of our knowledge.
We will take the path of continuous improvement, considering all options and
exploring new opportunities. We will take action and demonstrate results,
weighing our efforts against outcomes. We will remain focused and we will
deliver on our vision of a thriving environment that inspires and sustains us for
generations to come.
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Vision

Mission

We envision a thriving
environment that
inspires and sustains us
for generations to come.

Our mission is to work with
our community to protect
and restore the Lake Simcoe
watershed by leading
research, policy and action.

Values
Integrity
We are consistent and honest; we use fair and
equitable principles as part of our decision making.

Accountability
We take ownership for our actions and we measure
our success so that we know if we’re doing the right
things in the right way.

Collaboration
We listen with the idea of learning from others. We
value a diversity of perspectives because we know
and respect that varying knowledge and experience
can provide important insights.

Innovation
We encourage and leverage advancements in
technology, scientific methodologies and trends in
education and communications because these are
integral to success.

Excellence
We continually look for ways to work more efficiently
and effectively to get the best results possible from
our actions.

WHAT IS A
WATERSHED?

LSRCA at
a Glance
LSRCA IS

a local watershed management
organization incorporated
under the Conservation
Authorities Act (1946).

SINCE 1951,
we have been dedicated to
conserving, restoring and
managing the Lake Simcoe
watershed.

OUR JURISDICTION,
which began in the East
Holland River with five
municipalities, has grown to
now include the entire Lake
Simcoe Watershed with the
exception of the City of Orillia
and the Upper Talbot River
subwatershed.

LSRCA IS GOVERNED
by an 18-member Board
of Directors, appointed within
a four-year cycle by its 9
member municipalities. Each
year, the Board of Directors
elects a Chair and Vice Chair
from among its 18 members.

A watershed is the area of land that collects and drains rainfall
and snowmelt – through rivers and streams – into a body of
water, in our case, Lake Simcoe.
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About the
Lake Simcoe Watershed
The Lake Simcoe
watershed is a 3,400
square kilometre area of
land that sweeps across
20 municipalities, from
the Oak Ridges Moraine
in the south to the Oro
Moraine in the north,
through York and Durham
Regions, Simcoe County
and cities of Kawartha
Lakes, Barrie and Orillia.

The Lake Simcoe watershed is defined by 18 major river systems, and
many smaller ones, that flow through the landscape to the heart of the
watershed – Lake Simcoe.

The watershed naturally connects our communities.
Our lives and the lives of the many animals, fish, birds
and plants rely on its health.
The watershed is characterized by diversity – of landscape and land use,
of people and places, of economy and environment.
Our watershed is one of the fastest growing regions in Canada. Based on
the province of Ontario’s Places to Grow Program and municipal official
plans, it’s projected that our urban area will increase by approximately
50% by the year 2041 and the watershed population will almost double.
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GOAL ONE

Support a safer, healthier and livable
watershed through exceptional
integrated watershed management.
Drawing on our knowledge and using an integrated approach to watershed management,
we will shape our future. Our efforts will focus on minimizing or mitigating human
impacts within the watershed to achieve a balance between future growth and the
ecological needs of the Lake Simcoe watershed.
OUTCOMES:

PRIORITY ACTIONS:

A Safer
Watershed:
Protect People
and Property

•
•
•
•

A Healthier
Watershed:
Protect and
Restore the
Ecosystem

•
•
•
•
•

A Livable
Watershed:
Sustainable
Communities
and Improved
Quality of Life

•

•
•
•
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Develop and implement a flood relief program with interested
municipal partners in 5 years.
Expand the infrastructure risk assessment and protection program
for hazard lands across the watershed in 5 years.
Expand the flood warning and forecasting Emergency Management
System throughout the watershed in 2 years.
Explore opportunities to reduce flood risk by partnering with the
insurance industry and others in 1 year.
Implement a salt reduction strategy to halt the trend of increasing
chloride concentrations in watershed tributaries in 5 years.
Develop and begin implementing a Natural Heritage System
Restoration Strategy in 2 years.
Develop a sediment and erosion control program targeting
construction activities with interested municipal partners in 2 years.
Initiate a Phosphorus Offsetting Program to achieve zero
phosphorus discharge from all new development in 2 years.
Develop a new urban restoration program and update the rural
stewardship program in 1 year.
Create an Action Plan with the development industry and municipal
and provincial partners to advance smart, sustainable community
building and development in 3 years.
Develop a newly focused land acquisition strategy in 2 years.
Continue to commit to environmental sustainability by greening
our business and reporting on progress annually.
Implement a corporate carbon reduction program and report on
results annually.
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GOAL TWO

Improve knowledge and increase
certainty through excellence in
research and scientific knowledge.
As a leading-edge science based organization, our management decisions are
informed through our understanding of the watershed’s features, form and functions.
Monitoring efforts within the Lake Simcoe watershed are essential to maintaining
and building our understanding of watershed processes, identifying emerging issues
and tracking and adapting our integrated management activities to achieve our vision
for the future. Through excellence in research and innovation, we will continually
increase our knowledge base.
OUTCOMES:

PRIORITY ACTIONS:

Improve
Knowledge:
Increase
Understanding

•
•
•
•
•

Increase
Certainty:
Climate Change
and Watershed
Resilience

•
•

Identify existing and emerging contaminants in water bodies through
targeted sampling every 5 years.
Provide a single point of access to our research and data to make it
open and available to be freely used and redistributed in 4 years.
Implement a Citizen Science Program in 3 years.
Track key environmental trends and changes that are occurring in
Lake Simcoe and across the watershed and report on results annually.
Partner and collaborate across the watershed to address key
knowledge gaps and report on results annually.
Develop a watershed-wide Carbon Reduction Strategy in 5 years.
Develop a Lake Simcoe Watershed Climate Change Adaptation and
Mitigation Strategy in 4 years.
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GOAL THREE

Create a more connected and
engaged watershed community
through education and engagement.
We will create a renewed commitment within the watershed community
towards conservation for the people, by the people, through communications,
education and engagement. We will build new partnerships and strengthen
existing relationships. We will explore opportunities to engage young and old
and continue to be enablers and innovators by transferring knowledge to effect
real and lasting change.
OUTCOMES:

PRIORITY ACTIONS:

Inspire Action:
Engagement

•
•
•
•

Better Partner,
Stronger
Partnerships:
Collaboration

•
•
•
•
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Expand the demographic and geographic reach of the education
program across the watershed in 5 years.
Develop an engagement strategy to strengthen relationships and
drive community support and action in 4 years.
Initiate an applied social innovation research project to advance
collaborative engagement in 2 years.
Identify opportunities to engage youth as ‘The Next Generation’
of watershed stewards and report on results annually.
Complete a needs assessment to identify watershed-related
professional development training opportunities in 1 year.
Strengthen alignment of communications and education with
corporate and partner priorities and report on results annually.
Enhance collaboration with our First Nation partners and report
on results annually.
Deliver watershed-related professional training initiatives and
report on results annually.
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GOAL FOUR

Build a stronger and more
valued organization through
business excellence.
Through our corporate culture and the unwavering commitment of our Board of
Directors and staff, we will continue to provide excellent client service and align
and harmonize our service delivery to provide added value. We will continue to
explore opportunities for self-improvement by reducing duplication and building
business excellence. We will be financially responsible and will align our resources
with our strategic plan.
OUTCOMES:

PRIORITY ACTIONS:

Excellent
Client Service:
Efficient,
Effective and
Client-Focused

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Organizational
Resiliency:
Internal
Investment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harmonize services with neighboring Conservation Authorities in 3 years.
Renegotiate and execute new Service Level Agreements with interested
municipalities in 3 years.
Modernize the permitting process by implementing improvements in 2 years.
Redesign the website to increase access to our services in 2 years.
Negotiate the transfer of responsibility to deliver stormwater Environmental
Compliance Approvals from the Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change to Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority in 1 year.
Place dedicated planning/permitting staff in interested watershed
municipalities in 1 year.
Meet with municipal and regional councils, CAOs and staff bi-annually
to discuss issues of mutual benefit/concern.
Develop and implement a comprehensive Talent Management Strategy
in 4 years.
Review our services and programs at least every 4 years to ensure that
they remain relevant for our clients and partners.
Ensure planning and permitting fees for service activities are selfsufficient in 3 years.
Develop an Asset Management Plan that supports our strategic priorities
in 1 year.
Develop a Financial Strategy including a plan for sustainable funding in 1 year.
Continue to identify and invest in technology to increase operational
efficiency and report on results annually.
Strengthen our commitment to an accessible and inclusive work
environment supporting our employees, partners and clients.
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Our Path Ahead
is Clear
This strategic
plan marks the
beginning of our
work to achieve
a renewed and
powerful vision.

For the next five years we will work as a team to align our
annual work plans and budgets with our goals and objectives.
We will develop key performance indicators driven by outcomes that are
the hallmarks for success. Together, we will continue to keep the following
ideals in sight:
•

•
•
•

•

We will improve water quality and ensure there is sufficient quantity in
Lake Simcoe and its tributaries to support healthy human, aquatic and
terrestrial communities.
We will protect, enhance and increase our natural heritage system.
We will build safe, healthy and more livable communities that are
connected to the natural environment.
We will inspire commitment by actively engaging our communities in
a mutual respect for the natural world and we will achieve a balance
between human aspirations and the ecological needs of the watershed.
We will be known for our success in environmental, social and
economic integration that we achieve through partnerships, innovation
and engagement.

To maintain trust and confidence in our work, we will track and report on
our accomplishments in our annual reports – demonstrating how we’re
moving from vision to action, and action to results.

Teamwork is the ability to work together towards a common vision; the ability
to direct individual accomplishment toward organizational objectives. It is the
fuel that allows common people to attain uncommon results.

– ANDREW CARNEGIE
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www.LSRCA.on.ca

lakesimcoeconservation

e info@LSRCA.on.ca
t 905-895-1281 tf 1-800-465-0437

@LSRCA

120 Bayview Parkway
Newmarket, Ontario L3Y 3W3

@lakesimcoeconservation
TheLSRCA

If you require this
document in an alternate
format, please contact us
at 905-895-1281.

